Lesson Plan
Title: No Votes for Men!
Author: Barbara Brockmann
Magazine Issue: “No Votes for Men” in the Great Canadian Women issue of Kayak:
Canada’s History Magazine for Kids.
Grade Level: 5/6, 7/8
Theme(s):
• Arts, Sports & Culture
• Canadian Identity
• Discover Your Community
• National Politics
• Peace & Conflict
• Provincial/Territorial Politics
• Social Justice
• Women
Subject Area: Social Studies/History/ELA/Civics
Lesson Overview:
In this lesson students encounter an important step towards the full enfranchisement
of Canadian citizens. They explore how social movements can use humour to make
change by studying the 1914 Mock Parliament in Winnipeg. Finally, they analyze both
the continuity and change in societal attitudes towards gender roles.
Time Required: 3 - 5 lessons
Historical Thinking Concept(s):
• Establish historical significance
• Use primary source evidence
• Identify continuity and change
• Analyze cause and consequence
• Take historical perspectives
Learning Outcomes:
Student will:
• Encounter this event as an important step on the journey to full
enfranchisement of citizens in our society.

•
•

Explore one example of how social movements can use humour to enlarge
citizen’s ethical dimensions and make change.
Reflect on the continuity and changes in how society views gender roles.

Background Information:
The diversity of Indigenous cultures in North America was reflected throughout
their many governance systems prior to European colonization. Most Indigenous
societies had some form of gender balance, where men and women held different,
yet complementary roles. Through these roles, Indigenous women held positions
of power and leadership. The Haudenosaunee, for example, follow a matrilineal
structure with women holding leadership roles within the clan.
In the early years of British colonization, some women who owned property could
vote. By 1851, however, women were officially excluded from all legislative elections
in British North America. In 1853, Mary Ann Shadd Cary, a Black abolitionist who
edited The Provincial Freeman, made one of the first links between gender and
racial equality as fundamental human rights. Between the 1870s and the 1914 Mock
Parliament, there were many efforts by women, men and diverse organizations across
the country to expand the franchise in different levels of government. Efforts were
also made by organizations representing different interests like the Knights of Labour
(1886) and the Women’s Christian Temperance Union (1892-1897) , as well as the
International Council of Women who, at a 1909 meeting in Toronto, resolved in favour
of women’s suffrage in every country with a representative democracy. Regardless, it
still took years to achieve their aims.
“Mock parliaments” were used particularly by Canadians as a humorous form of
protest, a way to encourage public acceptance towards the idea of female suffrage,
and to raise money. The first one was held on February 9, 1893 in Winnipeg, led by
Dr. Amelia Yeomans and the Women’s Christian Temperance Union after their petition
for suffrage was ignored by the provincial government. It was followed by at least
seven in Ontario, two in British Columbia and four in Manitoba. The most famous—
both for its hilarity and eventual impact—was held on 28 January 1914 at the Walker
Theatre in Winnipeg.
This mock parliament was organized by the Manitoba Political Equality League (19121916), which included members of the Canadian Women’s Press Club and many of
Canada’s most well-known suffragists, including Nellie McClung. The group filled
the 1,800-seat theatre and sold out two performances and others elsewhere in the
province, raising money for the cause, laughter to the rafters, and changing minds in
the process. The following year, Manitoba men voted a Liberal leader, Tobias Norris,

whose government enacted female suffrage on January 28, 1916. While occasionally
suffering setbacks, the push for voting equality could no longer be stopped.
The Lesson Activity:
Activating: How will students be prepared for learning?
1. Brainstorming actions to make change
Using a ‘think-pair-share’ format, ask students to brainstorm what actions they can
take when they want to affect change in a peaceful way. Have them fill out their
answers in a chart. (BLM #1)
Possible answers are:
•

At home:
Talk to your parents or guardians
Offer an action in exchange for something
Persuade family members of your reasons and make a vote

•

At school:
Talk to the teacher or principal
Make a proposal through the student or parent council
Start a petition
Use social media to influence others by presenting a problem and
suggesting a solution

•

In society:
Get the community involved
Start a petition
Join an organization
Write a letter to the editor or an appropriate political body
Protest march
Refusal to participate
Use of social media by highlighting the problem to influence the
community
Vote for a change of leaders
(Riot, rebellion, revolution are all non-peaceful examples)

Focus in on the VOTE as one of many democratic ways of expressing your opinion
and creating change, whether in the home, in the classroom or in society.
An extension could be to take the chart home and interview family members
about which ways of protesting they have used in their lifetime. Share the data
about these oral histories in class.
2. In groups, have students research the definitions of the following terms
in preparation for the next lessons: enfranchise, franchise, suffrage, suffragist,
suffragette. Share and post an anchor chart with these definitions.
Acquiring: What strategies facilitate learning for groups and individuals?
1. Whole class simulation: A Journey to the Democratic Vote in Canada
•

Note that gaining the right to vote was not always democratic in the way that
we understand it today as including ALL citizens in our society. Rather, it was
only applied for some. Genders, racial groups and non-land owners (the
poorer economic class) were disenfranchised at different times in our history
and at different levels of government.

•

Using your students and classroom as a stand in for “society”, take the class
through the simulation, A Journey to the Democratic Vote in Canada (BLM #2A)
— Arrange chairs in a circle. This will allow students to see each other as they
work through the simulation.
— Each student should randomly select 3 ‘Citizen Identity’ cards which
correspond to: Location, Gender, Racialized Ancestry. (BLM#2B) Increase
or decrease the number of cards (20 are included) in order to keep the
proportions where the class is split into 10 ‘provinces’ and 2 territories
with as equal a male/ female split as possible.
— Write a timeline on the board, stretching it equally from 1800 to present day,
with an arrow stretching in both directions, indicating the past and future.
Write “Gains the Vote” above the line, and “Loses the Vote” below the line.
— As the teacher or student reads the script, move along the timeline and leave
a checkmark above the line when someone gains enfranchisement, and
below the line when someone loses it.
— Standing indicates that your voice and your vote count.

•

After the simulation, ask all students to sit. Post these leading questions on the
blackboard. Give students a few minutes to think. Using a talking stick, go respectfully around the circle and give each student the opportunity to respond
to one of the following questions:
— What did you observe about the voting history in our country?
— What surprised you?
— What do you think were the factors that led citizens to NOT be allowed
suffrage, or to be allowed it?
— How did you feel during the simulation when you were given the vote or had
the vote taken away?
— How did you feel when you noticed other citizens had experiences different
from yours?

•

Have each student write an Exit card describing how they felt and what they
learned during the simulation

2. Taking Action for the Vote: A Four Corners Activity
•

•

Protesting for the vote for any of these groups required resolve and actions
which would both change the minds of the public and thus, the people in
power.
The following are four different actions taken on the journey to getting the
vote for women:
— International Protest March
— Submitting Bills supporting the vote for women in the provincial
legislatures
— International Council of Women passes a resolution that every country with a
democratic representative government should include women voters
— Have a ‘Mock Parliament’ where activists flip the roles of men and women,
humorously pretending it is men who want, and can’t get, the vote.

•

Write each of these actions: International Protest March, International
Resolution, Submitting Bills, Dramatization of a Mock Parliament, on separate,
large pieces of paper and post them in each corner of your classroom for a
four corners activity.

•

Write each of these actions: International Protest March, International Resolution, Submitting Bills, Dramatization of a Mock Parliament, on separate, large
pieces of paper and post them in each corner of your classroom for a four
corners activity.
— Students go to the corner they think would be most effective. Once there,
they discuss why they think this would be the most effective change agent.
— Each group briefly presents their rationale to the class.

•

After the presentations, reveal the dates and outcomes of each action (BLM #3)

•

Emphasize that all the actions played a role, but it was the humorous dramatization of a Mock Parliament that changed the minds of male citizens and
encouraged them to vote for a provincial government that passed the first law
permitting voting rights for women, not only in all of Canada, but in the British
Empire. Women in Manitoba were officially enfranchised on January 28, 1915.

3. No Votes for Men! Using Humour to Make Change
•

Distribute hard or digital copies of the article “No Votes for Men!” found in the
Great Canadian Women issue of Kayak: Canada’s History Magazine for Kids.

•

Introduce the context of the suffragists by reviewing the four dates in the previous activity.

•

Have students read the text independently and discuss what they noticed
about the Mock Parliament.

•

Engage in a second, closer reading through a “Readers Theatre.”
— Select students to sit at the front of the class and “read” the roles of Nellie
McClung, Frances Graham (Farm Journalist), Genevieve Lipsett-Skinner
(Political Journalist) and Rodmond Robbin (Provincial Premier), while the
others listen and read along. There are also 2 brief roles for male actors
in the play. The class can play the role of the audience who participate
by laughing, clapping or booing. Repeat for enjoyment and expression.

•

To view an additional dramatization of the mock parliament, watch the Heritage
Minute of Nellie McClung portraying the role of Manitoba’s premier.

•

Engage your students in a group discussion:
— Discuss the audience’s reaction to the play.
— How did this play change the public perception of women as being “worthy”
and “ready” for the vote?
— Where else do you see humour as being an effective mode of communication
and protest?

Applying: How will students demonstrate their understanding?
1. No Votes for Men: Continuity or Change?ge
•

Using quotes from the graphic story “No Votes for Men!”, students examine
what the Political Equity League’s humorous play reveals about what society
thought of women. (BLM #4)

•

Working in small groups of 3-4 students, they will then draw from their own
experiences and evidence from current events to argue whether each particular attitude expressed can be evidence of continuity or change in attitudes
towards women.

•

Groups can select the one category they feel has changed the most, or the
least, and present their findings to the class.

Extension Activity:
•

Individual students can use the Continuity or Change chart for support to write
a persuasive paper answering the question posed by the lesson, “ Where has
there been the most continuity or the most change towards equality for women
in the last 100 years?”

•

Select a current issue regarding equality in society. Define the issue. Design a
protest which humorously communicates your point. Lead it!

Materials/Resources:
•

Copies of the “No Votes for Men!” article in the Great Canadian Women issue
of Kayak: Canada’s History Magazine for Kids

•

Printed copies of BLM #1: Actions to Make Change (1 per student)

•

Chart paper for anchor chart of definitions

•

Printed copy of BLM #2A: Simulated Journey to the Democratic Vote (1 per
reader)

•

Printed copy of BLM #2B Citizen Identity cards, cut up into piles. (Students select 1 card from each of the 3 piles. Twenty cards are included. Adjust for class
numbers.)

•

Chalkboard to write timeline on

•

Printed copies of BLM #3: Four Corners.

•

Printed copies of BLM #4: “No Votes for Men” Continuity or Change (1 per
group or 1 per student)

•

Internet access

References
• Women’s Suffrage in Canada Education Guide, Historica Canada
•

“Nellie McClung,” The Canadian Encyclopedia

•

“Black Voting Rights in Canada,” The Canadian Encyclopedia

•

“Women’s Suffrage in Canada,” The Canadian Encyclopedia

•

“Clan System,” Haudenosaunee Confederacy

•

“Marginalization of Aboriginal Women,” Indigenous Foundations

BLM #1
Want to Make Change? What Actions Can you Take?

Location
At home

At school

In society

Actions you can take

Examples

BLM #2A
Simulation: A Journey to the Democratic Vote in Canada
“Everyone stand. You represent the women and men in Indigenous communities who
have equal voices as consensus is achieved in important decisions. You are Canada
before colonization.
It is early colonized Canada. You represent a different population. Men with property
and some women with property can vote in British Colonies (in what is now Canada.)
That’s not a large percentage of the population. You will now take on your “Citizen
Identities”.
On August 1, 1834, an act prohibiting slavery throughout the British Colonies takes
effect. Black men had the right to vote, however, Black women were restricted
because they were female. Please sit if you are female and of African descent.
You should also know that until 1920, most colonies or provinces only allowed people
who had property or made a taxable income to vote. If you were poor, working class
or from other racialized groups like Asians or Indigenous peoples, you were not
eligible to vote, please sit down.
It is 1851. Women are officially excluded from all legislative elections in British North
America. All females sit down.
It is 1857. First Nations men could give up their status in exchange for the right to
vote. Few do, however. The Metis faced no legislative restrictions on voting. Inuit,
however, could not vote because their lands were not under the political control of
Great Britain.
It is 1885 and the government passes the Electoral Franchise Act. All First Nations
can vote in federal elections, whether they give up their status or not. After the NorthWest Resistance, the law was changed to exclude those living in what is today British
Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and the Northwest Territories. If you are
male and Indigenous and from those locations, please sit down.
In 1898, the government returns to the rules from before the Electoral Franchise Act
(meaning you had to give up your status to be able to vote).
Through all of this, women, men and organizations still agitate, through many ways,
for the right to vote. (Citizens sitting have 15 seconds to shout slogans about wanting
to vote.)

Finally, on January 28, 1916. Manitoba women get the Provincial vote. (‘Manitoba’
females stand up.)
Following in the next year, other provinces follow suite. (Other provinces females
stand up each time.)
Saskatchewan on March 14 1916,
Alberta on April 19, 1916.
British Columbia on April 5, 1917,
Ontario on April 12 1917.
Nova Scotia on April 26, 1918.
However, when it comes to the NATIONAL or FEDERAL vote, Women still don’t have
enfranchisement. All females sit down. Males of European and African- descent
groups, still have the vote at all levels of politics.
Finally on September 20, 1917 (during WWI) the Wartime Elections Act gives the
federal vote to women in the armed forces and to female relatives of males in the
military. Could about 50% of females please stand. BUT if you are a citizen from a
country we are at war with (Germany, Austria, Hungary, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Croatia, Czech Republic, Italy, Montenegro, Poland) please sit down. Also, you lose
your vote if you disagree with war and are a conscientious objector. Please sit down.
Now, on May 24 1918, Canadian women get the federal vote. Please stand if you are
female, but not if you are excluded under racial or Indigenous exceptions. So, if you
are of Asian, African or Indigenous descent, you do not get to vote: male or female.
Please sit down or remain sitting.
Sitting citizens who want to vote feel hopeful and get 15 seconds to shout slogans.
As you can see there are still certain racialized groups and certain locations where
women are not allowed to vote provincially. That changes slowly.
On April 17, 1919 New Brunswick women get the vote. Please stand.
On May 20, 1919 Yukon women get the vote. Please stand.
It’s July 1, 1920. The Dominions Elections Act is passed. This means that if you were
NOT allowed to vote federally during the war, you are now allowed to, except if you
were prohibited because of race. Please stand.

Throughout the 1920s, laws were passed and then changed that gave Indigenous
men the right to vote both with and without giving up their status. Needless to say, it
is confusing. But the main result is that First Nations, Metis, and Inuit communities had
no voice in democracy. Sit down if you are an Indigenous citizen who happens to be
standing. Stay sitting for longer, if you are already down.
On May 3 1922 PEI women get the vote. Please stand.
On April 3 1925 Newfoundland and Labrador women get the vote in their colony.
Remember, they only join Confederation in 1949. Please stand.
In 1934, the Dominion Franchise Act explicitly removes the voting rights from men
and women who are Inuit and Status Indians, except for Status Indian veterans. Please
sit down if this means you.
In 1940 women in Quebec get to vote provincially. Please stand.
In 1947 the Citizenship Act gives the right to vote at all levels of government
to Chinese-Canadians and South Asian-Canadians men and women, but not to
Indigenous Peoples and Japanese Canadians. Please stand or remain seated.
In 1948, the United Declaration of Human Rights is issued and in it, Article 21 states
that elections “shall be by universal and equal suffrage.” In response, the Elections
Act is revised and says ALL Canadians of every race and gender can vote, except for
Indigenous peoples.
On June 12, 1951, women in the Northwest Territories get the vote. Please stand.
Finally, on July 1 1960 Indigenous people are granted the right to vote federally,
although some provinces still exclude them until 1969.
On April 17, 1982 the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees the
rights of all Canadian Citizens. The right to vote is one of them.
And finally, in ______ (the year your students will be 18 and allowed to vote) YOU will
be allowed to vote!

BLM #2B
Simulation: ‘Citizen Identity’ Cards
Each student randomly selects 1 ‘Citizenship identify cards’ which correspond to:
Location, Gender, Racialized Ancestry. Created for a class of 20 students. Please copy
more as needed.

Gender: Female

Gender: Male

Gender: Female

Gender: Male

Gender: Female

Gender: Male

Gender: Female

Gender: Male

Gender: Female

Gender: Male

Gender: Female

Gender: Male

Gender: Female

Gender: Male

Gender: Female

Gender: Male

Gender: Female

Gender: Male

Gender: Female

Gender: Male

Location: British Columbia

Location: Ontario

Location: British Columbia

Location: Quebec

Location: Alberta

Location: Quebec

Location: Alberta

Location: New Brunswick

Location: Saskatchewan

Location: New Brunswick

Location: Saskatchewan

Location: Nova Scotia

Location: Manitoba

Location: Nova Scotia

Location: Manitoba

Location: Prince Edward Island

Location: Ontario

Location: Newfoundland & Labrador

Location: Ontario

Location: Northwest & Yukon Territories

Racialized Group: Indigenous

Racialized Group: European descent

Racialized Group: Indigenous

Racialized Group: European descent

Racialized Group: Indigenous

Racialized Group: European descent

Racialized Group: Indigenous (Veteran)

Racialized Group: European descent

Racialized Group: African descent

Racialized Group: European descent

Racialized Group: African descent

Racialized Group: European descent

Racialized Group: African descent

Racialized Group: European descent

Racialized Group: Asian descent

Racialized Group: European descent

Racialized Group: Asian descent

Racialized Group: European descent

Racialized Group: Asian descent

Racialized Group: European descent

BLM #3
Four Corners Activity

International Protest March
March 3, 1913, Washington, D.C.

Submitting bills for the vote for
women in the provincial legislatures

Canadian delegation joins an
International suffrage parade of 5,000
people in Washington D.C. Male
bystanders harass the marchers. The
parade is segregated, with African
American marchers at the back.

There are many examples of this:
• 1885: Liberal MPP John Waters
introduces the first proposal in the
Ontario legislature. He continues
doing this annually for the next eight
years.
• 1892-1897: The Woman’s Christian
Temperance Union in Nova Scotia
supports six unsuccessful bills and 34
petitions.

International Resolution
1909, Toronto, Ontario

Have a ‘Mock Parliament’
January 28, 1914, Winnipeg, Manitoba

International Council of Women
passes a resolution that every country
with a democratically representative
government should have women voting.

Activists flip the roles of men and
women, humorously pretending it is men
who desire, but can’t get, the vote. The
event is happily attended and repeated
and helps change people’s perception.
The public votes for a government that
changes the law!

BLM #4
“No Votes for Men!” Continuity or Change?
Mock Parliamentary Text

“I now call on the Member
representing the Society
for the Prevention of
Ugliness”

“We believe that men have
it very hard and deserve
help in their work. That is
why we propose labour
saving devices for them.”
“ My dear lady, if these
men start working less,
they will begin educating
themselves and the next
thing you know, they’ll
want the vote!”

What does it reveal about
attitudes towards women
in 1914?
(Remembering that the
mock parliament flipped
roles to humorously put
men in the women’s roles)

Has there been
CONTINUITY or CHANGE
in this attitude towards
women in the past 100
years?
Give evidence for
this using your own
experience, observations
or current events.

Mock Parliamentary Text

“What a pleasure to have
your presence today,
gentlemen. Allow me to
compliment you on your
splendid appearance. You
all look very fine.

“Why on earth would you
wish to fill your heads with
heavy political matters
when you have homes and
children to care for?”

“Any system of civilization
that can produce such
splendid specimens of
manhood is good enough
for me, and if it is good
enough for me it is good
enough for anybody. Such
a system of affairs should
simply not be interfered
with.”

What does it reveal about
attitudes towards women
in 1914?
(Remembering that the
mock parliament flipped
roles to humorously put
men in the women’s roles)

Has there been
CONTINUITY or CHANGE
in this attitude towards
women in the past 100
years?
Give evidence for
this using your own
experience, observations
or current events.

